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ABSTRACT

1.1

Immersive Virtual Environments combined with motion capture
systems have been used as experimental set-ups for studying the influence of the presence of an audience on musicians’ performances.
This study highlights that musicians playing with different expressive manners move differently, through increasing their kinetic
energy and body twisting. These factors are increased or decreased
by the presence of an audience, depending on the difficulty of the
task. Such behavior fits Zajonc’s theory of social facilitation.

Musicians develop unique abilities to allow them to adapt their
behavior to different social and environmental contexts [23]. Consequently it is necessary to control for many parameters when
recording musical performances, e.g. sounds, lights, the presence
of other musicians or audience. Thus IVEs represent a key methological tool for psychological research as it can provide greater
experimental control, more precise measurement, ease of replication across participants, and high ecological validity, making it
extremely attractive for researchers [2, 20]. Similar methods have
already been used in research for treating phobias such as fear
of flying[18], arachnophobia [3], and for patients suffering from
post-traumatic stress disorder [8]. Few studies have considered
using virtual environments in music to study performance anxiety
[1, 16]. In a recent study by Williamon et al [23], musicians were
invited to enter IVEs to train their ability to cope with the pressure
of performing live and rated the system as useful for developing
their performance skills. This study demonstrates that simulated
environments are able to offer a realistic experience of performance
contexts.
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1

Controlling environmental variables

INTRODUCTION

An important aspect of a musician’s training involves learning to
cope with stress during performances. However, with the exception
of live performances and peers sessions, few tools are available for
musicians to train with. In addition, researchers interested in the
effect of audiences on musicians and their body language are left
with uncontrolled and highly variable situations when they study
concerts. On a practical side, recording physiological and motion
capture data during the performance can hinder musicians during
the concert, thus impacting the quality of their playing, making
concerts a challenging environment for scientific research.
Immersive Virtual Environments (IVEs) have been used by researchers to control for these complex parameters [23]. IVEs allow
researchers to create realistic virtual environments with unlimited
configurations that can adapt in real time to users’ behavior. It allows for researchers to control for environmental parameters such
as audience, space, and light. This environment combined with a
motion capture set-up was used in this study to precisely record
expressive musical gesture and explore the possible underlying
behavioral mechanisms impacted by the presence of an audience
in the context of different levels of expressive intents.
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1.2

Music performance and body expressive
movements

Musicians make bodily gestures and move during performances
according to i) communicate their expressive intentions, and ii)
to express their feelings without intend to communicate them [5].
Musical gestures are mainly made to produce sounds but are also
used by the musician as means to convey or express emotion (see
review Expressive Gesture [10, 17]. Gestures contribute to communicate information to the audience as well as the other musicians.
Davidson [7] demonstrated that certain perceptual elements of
a musician’s gesture are sufficient for the audience to identify a
musician’s expressive intend. He suggested the use of three level
of expressiveness to be able to study the link between expressive
gesture and musical performance: (1) without expression, labelled
as ”deadpan”; (2) with normal expression/concert-like, labelled as
”projected”; and (3) with exaggerated expression, labelled as ”exaggerated”. Some body parts have been reported to convey the
most expressive information, specifically head, shoulders, arms,
and torso [15, 19, 21, 22]. Some motion features have also been associated with expressive motion such as the kinetic energy. It helps
understand broad, unrefined body reaction and gives a first glimpse
of the behavioral components of expressive gestures. It might help
understand how musicians cope with the audience [11–13]. For
example, musician facing an audience and playing in exaggerated
expressive manners could be affected by the amount of supplementary stress caused by the difficulty of the task.
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METHOD

Four violonists participated in this experiment (3 females, mean age
= 22). They were asked to play 30 second long interpretations of la
partita in r minor from la Sarabande composed by Bach. The part of
the musical score to be played was carefully selected to correspond
with complete musical phrases. The excerpts were interpreted according to three selected expressive intentions: deadpan, projected,
and exaggerated [7]. Musicians performed inside an Immersive Virtual Environment (IVE) with the use of a system of three screens,
seven TITAN QUAD 3D projectors, and stereo glasses presenting
seamless and perspectively coherent 3D images. Two different virtual environments were created for this experiment: a room filled
with an audience behaving naturally and attending the concert, and
the same room without the audience (figure 1). The different combinations of conditions were performed in a pseudo randomised
order by each musician. 6 excerpts were recoded for each of the 4
musicians, adding up to a total of 24 excerpts.

correlated data and unequal variance [14]. Comparing model was
done using Chi-squared testing. All p-values were corrected using
FDR.

3 RESULTS
3.1 Main effect of the expressive intent
The first model computed was estimating the z-scored value of the
two features for each expressive intention: deadpan, projected and
exaggerated expressive manners. For both features, a model containing the expressive intent level as fixed effect with the musician
playing as random effect outperfomed significantly a model with
2
only the random effect (χkinet
(2, N = 24) = 54.889, p =
icener дy
1.205e −12 , AIC = −28.750, BIC = −22.860, R 2m = 0.90, R 2c = 0.90
2 (2, N = 24) = 16.053, p = 3.267e −4 , AIC = 2.521, BIC =
& χ BT
I
8.4112, R 2m = 0.50, R 2c = 0.50)1 .
For both features, any increase in the musician’s expressiveness
is represented by an increment of these features’ value (except
between the projected and exaggerated expressive manners in the
case of Body Twist Index)(figure 4). All contrasts comparing two
expressive intentions at the time were significant (p < 0.001).

3.2

Figure 1: Motion capture data recorded in front of the two
possible virtual environments: left, the empty room and
right, the room with the audience.
Motion capture data was recorded for every piece using a Vicon
optical motion tracking system composed of eight Bonita 3 cameras.
A total of 26 markers were used, covering selected body parts based
on recent literature on the analysis of music performance, i.e. the
head, arms, and torso [15, 19, 21, 22].
Drawing upon the studies by [6, 9], we considered two types of
expressive body features: the kinetic energy and the Body Twist
Index (BTI). The former helps understand broad, unrefined body
reactions and gives an glimpse of the behavioral components of
expressive gesture. The latter captures body shape related information, i.e. the relative displacement of body limbs one with respect
to another. In the case of violin player, this second feature is critical
since the upper and lower part of the body are dissociated. Violinists tend to twist their body more while playing compared to cello
players for example. We hypothesized that these two features can
help modeling critical changes in musician’s expressive responses
to audience presence.
Both features were calculated using our own Matlab c toolbox
(soon in open access). The kinetic energy was computed for every
marker of the motion capture data and then averaged across markers and over time (figure 2). The Body Twist Index was represented
by the average angle between the pelvis and a perpendicular line
to the shoulders, considering only the top quantile (above quantile
75%) of the data for each excerpt (figure 3). Both features were
z-scored per musician.
Linear mixed models were used in this study for two reasons:
they incorporate random effects and they allow us for handling

Interaction effect of the expressive intent
and the presence of an audience

The second model estimated the z-score values of both features
using the expressiveness and the interaction between the expressiveness and the presence of an audience as fixed effects, with the
musician playing as a random effect. Only the model using the Body
Twist Index was significantly different when compared to the previous model using the main effect, indicating an interaction effect
2
between our two factors (χkinet
(3, N = 24) = 4.8495, p =
icener дy
0.183, AIC = −27.599, BIC = −18.175, R 2m = 0.92, R 2c = 0.92
2 (3, N = 24) = 9.3372, p = 0.025, AIC = −0.81625, BIC =
& χ BT
I
8.6082, R 2m = 0.66, R 2c = 0.66).
While the value of both features increases with stronger expressiveness, the impact of the presence of an audience appears to be
expressive-dependant (figure 5). In the case of deadpan expressive manners, the presence of the audience is characterized by an
increase in both features (even though only the difference in BTI
is significant (p < 0.01)). In opposition, during the exaggerated
expressive manners, we noticed a trend of both features decreasing
when a virtual public is present during the performance.

4

DISCUSSION

In this study, we highlighted the changes in motion features associated with different expressive manners. These findings are
consistent with literature showing that the three expressive styles
are characterized by different body movements and values of kinetic energy [4, 7]. The kinetic energy gradually increased from
deadpan, to projected, to exaggerated expressive manners.
The relationship between body parts was impacted by the different levels of expressiveness as well. The Body Twist Index increased

1 We report the effect sizes according to the approach of Nakagawa & Schielzeth (2013),

implemented in the fiMuMInfi R package.
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Figure 2: A, Chronograph of the motion capture data for one excerpt played in front of an audience while exaggerating
expressive intent. B, Kinetic energy associated with movements of all the markers for the excerpt depicted in A.

Figure 3: A, 3D view of the motion capture and the line associated with the pelvis and shoulder. B, Transversal view of the
motion capture data and the angle computed between the line from the pelvis and shoulders. C, Computation of Body Twist
Index. The angle between the aforementioned lines is computed over the duration of the excerpt. The Body Twist Index
consists in the average of all values comprised in the top quantile (above the quantile 75 value)
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Figure 4: Impact of the different levels of expressiveness on
body features (deadpan: DP, projected: PROJ, and exaggerated: EXAG). A, Kinetic Energy; B, Body Twist Index (***:
p<0.001).

with every category of expressive intent, going from deadpan to
exaggerated.
When considering the impact of the presence of an audience
on the body features, the data showed an interaction effect on
the features. When the task was easy, such as during the task
of deadpan expressive manners, when musicians were asked to
read the music score and play it with no expressive intend (’like
a robot’), the presence of a virtual public seemed to increase their
musical expressiveness (higher kinetic energy and higher BTI). In
the opposite case, when musicians were asked to exaggerate their
movements in order to create the most expressive representation of
the piece, the task was unusual for musicians. The presence of the
audience, in that case, seemed to impact the musicians’ performance
in the opposite direction by decreasing both the kinetic energy and
the BTI. Such context-dependant effects fit Zajonc’s theory of social
facilitation [24]. This theory states that when people perform simple
or very familiar tasks, they tend to do it better in front of others than
when alone. Whereas when performing complex or unusual tasks,
people tend to perform worse in front of an audience than when
alone. The effect of a virtual audience is thus dependant on the
difficulty of the task, either easy in the case of deadpan expressive
manners or difficult when exaggerating.
An alternative explanation for this phenomenon could be linked
to habits. Musicians that are used to play in front of a crowd will
affine their movements in a certain way to make them comfortable
yet expressive. In this study, the presence of an audience seems to
push musicians to use this set of habitual movements. When playing
with no expressive intent, the musician could feel the need to still
express some emotions for the crowd to enjoy the performance
more. In opposition, exaggerating expressive intents in front of
a crowd could put musicians in an uncomfortable position where
their play seems a bit less authentic. To counterbalance this effect,
musicians will then naturally try to be less expressive.
In this study, we computed two motion features using the motion
capture data of four different musicians recorded in an Interactive
Virtual Environment. While the impact of expressive intent on the
kinetic energy is well known in literature, our results highlighted

the importance of body shape related information, characterised
here by the Body Twist Index. Broad body features such as the
kinetic energy and relationships between different body parts were
impacted by both the expressive intent and the presence of an
audience in a context-dependant manner based on the difficulty of
the task.
Our findings suggest that tools such as IVEs can be adapted for
training musicians coping with stress related to live performances.
The system developed in this study could be easily adapted to
context-sensitivity in real-time and could provide feedbacks to the
musician. It could help musicians understand the impact of stress
on their performance allowing them to develop coping mechanisms
for musical performance anxiety.
Future perspectives for this work include combining sound analysis to body features, therefore creating a multi-modal model. We
also aim to record how each excerpt is perceived in terms of emotional intensity as well as authenticity. We expect the expressive
intent to have a significant effect on the emotional intensity. Finally, the authenticity should be rated lower when the musicians
are exaggerating their gestures since the performance appears to
be less realistic.
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Figure 5: Impact of the interaction of the expressiveness and the presence of an audience on body features (deadpan: DP,
projected: PROJ, and exaggerated: EXAG). A, Kinetic Energy; B, Body Twist Index (**: p<0.01, . : p<0.1).
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